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INTRODUCTION
❑ Absorption of hydrogen generated by corrosion of steel in a wet

hydrogen sulfide (H2S) environment can have several effects that
depend on the properties of the steel, the characteristics of the
environment and other variables.

❑ One adverse effect observed in pipeline and pressure vessel steels
is the development of cracks along the rolling direction of the steel
cracks on one plane tend to link up with the cracks on adjacent
planes to form steps across the thickness.

❑ The cracks can reduce the effective wall thickness until the pipe or
pressure vessel becomes overstressed and ruptures. Cracking is
sometimes accompanied by surface blistering.

EXPERIMENTALS 
➢ Examines the effect of hydrogen on unloaded specimens
➢ NACE TM0284 Evaluation of Pipeline and Pressure Vessel 

Steels for Resistance to Hydrogen-Induced Cracking
The test consist of exposing unstressed test specimens to one
of the two standard test solution –either:
Solution A, a sodium chloride, acetic acid (NaCl, CH3COOH)

solution saturated with H2S at ambient temperature and
pressure, or solution B, a synthetic seawater solution
saturated with H2S at ambient temperature and pressure.

After a specified time the test specimens shall be removed
and evaluated. After testing, each specimen must be
sectioned and each section must be polished
metallographically and etched, so that cracks can be
distinguished.

RESULTS
The hydrogen evolution reactions takes places in two stages:

The presence of sulfides tends to increase the amount of atomic
hydrogen available. This reaction is brought about by the presence
of HS-ion which exists in equilibrium with the H2S.

H2S → HS- + H+

Typical HIC cracks developed in Solution  in saturated with H2S  
on pipes steel
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•The relative length of the crack

•The relative thickness of the crack

where: a - the length of the crack; b - crack thickness
W - section width; T - thickness of the specimen

•The relative surface of the crack

 The observed cracks are measured and their dimensions
(length and thickness) are reported in order to calculate
the following ratios:

- CSR (Crack Sensitivity Ratio)  2%;

- CLR (Crack Length Ratio)  15 %;

- CTR (Crack Thickness Ratio)  5 %.

 These ratios are calculated and reported for each section
and the average for each test specimen.

CRACKING  ASSESSEMENT 

➢HIC requires only the corroding environment.

➢The absorption of atomic hydrogen by the corrosion of
steel in wet sulphide (H2S) can have several effects
depending upon the composition and microstructure of the
steel and characteristics of the environment.

CONCLUSIONS 
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